ANNA ESPELT
Pla de Tudela
We’ve known Anna Espelt since 2005 when we first started working with
her family’s estate, Espelt viticultors, in DO Empordà. Having studied
habitat restoration and organic farming, Anna has always sought to bring
her values in line with the farming practices at her family’s large estate
of 200 hectares. She has also been pursuing something more personal – a
project focused on 25 hectares of vineyards collectively called Mas Marés
located within the Cap de Creus Nature Reserve of Spain. While hiking
around this area, she not only recognized the potential to revitalize some
ailing vineyard sites, but she discovered evidence of human interaction
with this ancient landscape dating back to the early bronze age. At once,
Anna knew this place was special, not only for the wine that it could
produce but for the very fact that humans had been interacting with this
place for millennia.
When asked to describe her work in Cap Creus, Anna states that it is a
land of granite, wind, blue skies, and the smell of wild herbs and sea
spray. While it may seem odd that she doesn’t mention vineyards in this
description, it is largely because vines have been an integral part of this
landscape shaped in equal parts by nature and human hands. In the US,
our National Parks strive to minimize the impact of civilization, whereas,
in this part of Catalunya, there is no escaping it. What might seem like a
relic of a glacier is, in fact, a standing stone erected by human hands over
4000 years ago for some long-forgotten purpose. With Anna’s dedication
to organic and regenerative farming, these vineyards can once again be
brought into balance with the surrounding flora and fauna. Through her
work, Anna is paying tribute to the thousands of years of interaction
between her ancestors and the land they’ve inhabited.
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Spain
A PPELL AT ION
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Granite, sand, clay
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25 meters

While the Catalan grape name Picapolla seems to imply that this variety
is Picpoul, recent research and study indicate that it is either Clairette or a
variety very closely related. It has been in this part of Spain long enough
to have acquired a misleading name. Prized for its ability to retain acidity
in even the warmest climates, it is ideally suited to the parts of Mas
Marés closest to the sea to accentuate its innate minerality and delicate
saline expression.

VA R IE T IE S

Picapolla (Clairette)
FA R MING

Certified organic (CCPAE)
FER MEN TAT ION

Hand harvested, 24 hour cooling, partially
destemmed and macerated, gentle pressing,
natural yeast fermentation in tank
AG ING

6 months in concrete eggs
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